Curricular Resources

- We have an executive program on strategies for sustainable business. More information about the course can be found on the executive education website.
- In addition, Jason Jay, Roberto Rigobon, John Sterman, and other affiliated faculty teach sustainability topics in custom executive education programs. For example, Jason taught a module for sustainability in the Future Family Enterprise: Sustaining Multigenerational Success course.

Programming for Alumni

- Our weekly Sustainability Lunch Series spotlights individuals and organizations making important contributions to sustainability in a variety of industries. We often bring in alumni speakers and the event is open to the public. This year we will also be broadcasting certain events for alumni to watch live. Find upcoming events here.
- The Renewable Energy Finance Roundtable brings together leading MIT Sloan scholars and students with alumni leaders at all stages of the renewable energy value chain—from solar financing start-ups to large-scale wind farms to regulating agencies—two days of discussion, debate, and networking. The select alumni we invite are involved in deploying capital or key innovations to accelerate capital deployment. The invited students demonstrate a robust interest and emerging leadership in the renewable energy domain.
- For the first time this fall we hosted an Impact Investing Roundtable based off of the Renewable Energy Roundtable format.

Online Tools

- SHIFT is an online platform that allows you to navigate the sea of sustainability tools and quickly carve out the path to implementation that’s right for your organization.
- Many webinars, Ted Talks, and videos from Roberto Rigobon, John Sterman, Jason Jay, and our affiliated faculty can be found on our website’s video page.

Ways to Engage with Students:

- Mentoring for student clubs (MIT Impact Investing Initiative (Mi3), MIT Sloan Energy Club, MIT Net Impact Club, MIT Food and Ag club, MIT Water Club)
- Host an S-Lab project
- Host a sustainability internship

For more information, reach out to: sustainability@sloan.mit.edu